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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Day 12: Saturday, May 24, 2014—Malves menhir, Visigothic failure; Caunes Minervois; Dolmen des Fados, 
Allée Couverte de Saint-Eugène

Dave and Amy to Carcassonne market and LaGrasse.
B & M out to gas up Polo Pony Boy and buy a Blue Series 

map that Mike insisted was essential. Except that following 
it resulted in numerous turnarounds and backtracking! Loie, 
Bucky, Deb & Dana and Mike in two cars. Menhir with funny 
certainly modern stone construction nearby.

To closed Gothic church museum looking for Visigothic 
remains, no luck.

Closed abbey in Caunes Minervois but nice courtyard 
lunch with local wine and new gay resident.

After lunch D & M left for home, we toured the abbey/
church then found a dolmen—Dolmen des Fados, “of the 
Fairies.”

On way to St Eugene (!) allee couvert stopped at Chapelle 
de Centeilles. Closed but found sacred well. Back to the 
market by 6:50 (closing time 7:30) for supper: duck and blood 
sausage; salad; potatoes sarladaise and Borie Lanche 2008 
red, Minervois La Liveniere.



Route consultation.







Menhir: not too difficult.






















Dana points out almond trees.

















A new system of measurement was proposed: “Debras.”









Courtesy of Dana









Almonds.



























Courtesy of Dana













“…shelter against the wind for monitoring the herd while sitting (assietadou).” —Wikipedia











Courtesy of Dana























Searching for Visigothic remains.

























On to Caunes Minervois.

















Courtesy of Dana



The Argent-Double river, we think.









Courtesy of Dana





















Volunteer library: open, we think, Wednesdays 4–6 pm.









Closed for lunch!

















































There were signs for a local pottery: producers of these decorations?







Abbey closed, but café open!





Courtesy of Dana







Courtesy of Dana











Courtesy of Dana



After the French guys took off, we visited the abbey.















































Caunes-Minervois is famous for its red marble.



























Old town of Caunes Minervois.

















































More ladybugs.























Dolmen des Fados…









































































































































Closed: B read guidebook wrong.


































































Allée Couverte de Saint-Eugène
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Day 13: Sunday, May 25, 2014—Trebes market, La Recorde Vide Grenier; Alet-les-Bains, Hameau de St. 
Salvayre

Objective of the day was to be the abbey at Alet les Bains, a 
Roman era spa town—bains = baths.

Trebes market for supper, fish pie, Debra bought a dress 
and capri tights. Supper fixings: jambonette, 2 guinea fowl 
(all spit roasted), asparagus, a tomato, potatoes, and one wood 
ash chevre round. Also a slice of apple tart, lemon tart and 4 
little sweet cakes from the kids’ bicycle sale. We also found 
out—talking to the adults at the sale—today is Mother’s Day 
in France.
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La Recorde Vide Grenier 

Back to the house to drop off and then the plan was to go 
to Alets les Bains for the ruined church. But we found Veva 
had returned and Tinus was unpacking her car. Of course a 
conversation ensued and we asked about the Vide Grenier, 
which we thought was the Trebes market and which it was 
not. She told us the two closest sale towns and Tinus asked 
if she felt well enough after her long drive home to go. Yes! 
She said. We finally found out that Trebes is pronounced 
Treh-beh, and the story is that is means the Three Bs, after 3 ? 
towns, but no one really knows. We decided to go the VG.

The La Recorde VG was easy to find—lots of cars & people, 
and as we drove over the bridge we saw the vendors spread 
out in two directions along the river. Plus many boats. Bucky 
quickly decided to sit on a bench on the river, under a tree, 
and nap while we explored. Dozens of vendors selling all 
sorts of mostly secondhand stuff; saw at least 2 vendors sell-
ing Barbie dolls. Early on a snagged a necklace with a vaguely 
archeological look—for 1 Euro! Debra and I spent about half 
an hour trolling before finding Bucky and then voila! Bucky 
spotted Veva and Tinus.

We hailed them and the next thing we knew we were on our 
way to see their “little boat” moored in the river. Along the 
way Tinus bought a folding lawn chair to use in his act with 
children. I asked about real estate so I got lots of information 
about this and that house or boat for sale and at what price. 
Waterfront property is not cheap! Nor are the bigger boats—
one we saw is supposedly on sale for 3 or 400 Euro—ai yi yi! 
So then we must have a drink at the bar overlooking the river. 
Tinus very kindly bought our apperitifs. Long discussion on 
living in France vs Belgium.

Finally learned after much discussion and guessing that a 
VG is a “clean out the attic” sale.























































Veva and Tinus’s boat.
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Alet les Bains

Church clerk in Alet-les-Bains thought D was our or B’s 
daughter, then B’s wife.























































































































We also visited the church next to the abbey.

























































































Walked around Alet les Bains.







The bridge over the Aude River.























Roman gate.
































One attraction of the town is medieval facades.























“Nostradamas’ ” house.

http://catharcountryinfo.com/index.php/france-a-regional/places-to-visit/200-towns-a-villages/820-alet-les-bains
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St Salvayre

In A-le-B we saw a sign for a church in a hamlet, with a 
“Pierre Druidique.” I said when we see such a sign, we have to 
follow it. We did, up a tiny little road to a tiny little town with 
no one in sight. Beautiful little church; no indication of what 
the “pierre” might have been. Possibly a menhir B found on 
his map? We declined exploring for it.

Tonight, gray nervous ham cat (who has a kitten).

http://www.belcaire-pyrenees.com/article-saint-salvayre-joli-petit-hameau-proche-d-alet-les-bains-118652940.html




First we came to an odd place: chalk?















































St Salvayre.





































The stone? Looks like an old base for a font to us.





















The stone, reused? No one around to ask.
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B and I got up at 9; Deb up; rain. we drove to Trebes for 
Tues supper: 3 types of sausage and more potatoes for sarlada-
ise. We checked out the patisserie for Tues dessert—looked 
good! Spotted an ATM and w/d 300 € (max). Home, off to 
Elne. I missed a circle and so we didn’t completely follow B’s 
route; took about 90 minutes.

Cloister beautiful; double tailed mermaids and mermen; 
bible stories, Shrek, fantastical animals on bases; carved 
knights on walls. Lots of interesting carvings. Basilica purely 
Romanesque, first time I’ve seen mannikins—bride of Christ, 
a woman all in black who sometime looked at Jesus (he needs 
to go to they gym) and sometimes at me; the st . michael cha-
pel with another life size woman dressed in black, perhaps a 
nun. Creepy. Ugly baldachin. But gorgeous stone basilica. 

Across the street to the art museum—Musee Terrus—local 
landscape artist whom Matisse befriended when in Collioure 
inventing Fauvism. And exhibit by Josep Narro—first exhibi-
tion of drawings he made while interned in camps for Spanish 
revolutionaries. The camps were near Elne.

Then back to Castelnaudary for cassoulet at Au Petit 
Gazouillis* and home. B used SG and signs to find a parking 
lot, but it was scary parking—a big empty gravel lot in run 
down neighborhood and no one there, maybe one old beater 
car. D & I persuaded B to find another spot and we did, right 
near the restaurant, on the main street, lighted, paved, lots of 
other cars. B said he was glad we moved to the better lot and 
we were very glad. Good cassoulet.

* “The Little Tweets” (warbles, chirpings, twitterings). There’s a picture of a bird 
on their business card.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g656502-d2172708-Reviews-Restaurant_Au_Petit_Gazouillis-Castelnaudary_Aude_Languedoc_Roussillon.html
http://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g656502-d2172708-Reviews-Restaurant_Au_Petit_Gazouillis-Castelnaudary_Aude_Languedoc_Roussillon.html
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Day 15: Tuesday, May 27, 2014—Flat tire; supper for Tinus & Veva

This was to be our hiking day, SW of Carcassonne. We first 
drove to Trebes so Debra could get cash from the ATM, then 
across the street to the boulangerie for desserts and bread 
for supper and breakfast for today. B has decided he needs a 
foulard—a scarf.

Back to the house to unload, eat breakfast, pack snacks and 
off on the drive. We were close to our destination on a small 
rural road when we heard horrible noise from the right rear 
tire—flat! Bucky had pulled over on a slight slope of road 
heading down to a nearby farm. We pulled out all the f lat 
fixing equipment and fumbled around a bit matching up bits 
and pieces. Bucky was a little dismayed by the rather flimsy 
appearance of the jack! The jack’s position just didn’t seem 
right and after rolling it up to lift the flat off the road, the 
back end of the car began to slide—yikes!

Bucky lowered the jack and we tried repositioning it with 
the same frightening results. We finally agreed the car needed 
to be on a flat surface instead of half on slippery sloping gravel. 
Getting the jack out at that point was frustrating, requiring 
digging out packed dirt and gravel under the turning handle 
and applying brute strength. But we did it and then moved 
the car onto level ground. Once we did that, the jack worked 
perfectly and Bucky was able to put the temporary tire on 
the car. We found the offending screw that flattened our tire 
and took an unflattering picture! Our temporary tire advised 
us not to drive over 80 km and to replace with a regular tire 
asap. By this time it was about 1 PM.

Bucky was heartbroken that the hike was to be aborted 
and thought perhaps we could do a little, but both Deb and 
I advocated for replacing the tire and Bucky reluctantly 

acquiesced. 
I wanted to call Europcar, he thought we should just find a 

garage and have the tire repaired or replaced. SG was useful 
in identifying an auto shop in Carcassonne. While we drove 
the back road I called Europcar and they confirmed Bucky’s 
idea—get the tire repaired or replaced. We stopped at a rural 
garage but (luckily) they were closed for lunch. We found the 
big auto shop in the industrial area, many stores and shops 
collected in a huge area with lots of parking. The lady in the 
store was bright and bubbly and implied the tire could be 
repaired for 20 €, but they would check. So we decided to 
browse shops, B in particular on the hunt for a scarf. No luck, 
and after 30 minutes we returned to the auto store, only to 
learn that the tire could not be repaired and must be replaced. 
The first quote was 173 €! We said no, too expensive, and the 
saleswoman frowned, this was their best quality tire. I asked 
for a lower quality tire, that was 109 € and I accepted that. 
Bucky suggested perhaps we should go elsewhere for another 
quote but I said no, let’s just get this done. 

Then we sat and sat and sat. At one point Deb walked out-
side and around, reporting back that our car was on the lift. 
Finally, ready. A worn tire was in the trunk. I asked Bucky 
how we were going to load luggage in our car with a tire in 
the trunk! He said we’d figure that out later. It was now 3 PM 
and B made one final try at salvaging the hiking day. “Do you 
think we have time for a dolmen or two?” Hmm, no.

Our last stop was the Trebes InterMarche for fizzy water. 
I offered to go in. At checkout only 2 cashiers were working 
with a couple dozen customers waiting to check out. The 
French don’t queue well so the end of the lines were gaggles 
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of people. After standing in the crowd in my line for a while, 
our cashier started shouting to other cashiers, then removed 
her cash drawer, walked away with it to another line, stored it, 
pulled out another drawer and opened a new line.

All the French looked baffled, frustrated or amused. A few 
tried to sneak towards what looked like a possible lane being 
opened and were authoritatively told NON! Eventually a 
male cashier came out and opened a lane and a lady cashier 
resumed operation of our lane. I had been expecting Bucky to 
come in wondering what was taking so long and sure enough, 
I saw him coming through the doors, casting his gaze around. 
I waved with both arms in the air. He saw me, gave a Gallic 
shrug, turned around, resettled his beater hat in an Indiana 
Jones move, and walked back out to the car to wait. 

When I finally emerged, he had some news. The tire in our 
trunk was NOT the damaged tire, it was the other good rear 
tire. You cannot replace just one tire, they must match. So 
we bought 2 new tires for the back of the car, and the repair 
place gave us our still good tire!

In the end this all turned out well. We got home at 4:30 and 
drank a Pellautier Sauv Blanc on the terrace, then B started 
supper while I showered and Deb skyped at T & V’s house. 
Over the next few hours we cooked, cleaned, straightened up, 
set the table, moved lamps around for dining lighting and 
generally prepared for the arrival of Tinus and Veva at 8. I 
did a rough count of € charged and determined we have spent 
an average of $270 per day for the first 15 days of our trip.

Tinus and Veva arrived promptly at 8 bringing a gift for 
Deb and one for Bucky and me, both small paintings by Veva. 
We had a wonderful time talking about living in rural France, 
taxes, family, wine, and all sorts of interesting stories and 

information.* Tinus said as a retiree he gets roughly 4,000 € a 
month but Belgium takes 45%—which is true of every Belgian 
citizen, retired or not. Even as a retiree he pays taxes to their 
social security, health care, etc. So he is left with about 2,000 
€ each month. 

At one point Veva said Tinus “is the sweetest man.” Veva 
has a perpetual impish grin and happy spirit. She also has 
many health problems—fibromyalgia, rheumatism, osteopo-
rosis, spondiolosis (sp?) and more. Tinus told us he goes to 
bed early and wakes up at 4 or 5 in the morning.

The meal of sausages, potatoes sarladaise, salad, dessert 
and cheese was a success. Tinus drank Blanquette de Limoux 
(ancestrale) and liked the plonk from the box B and I bought, 
though that caused a long discussion of whether that was 
Corbieres or Minervois wine.** Tinus in particular likes 
sweets! Veva gave B a lot of advice on where in the Corbiere 
to live to avoid the strong winds—sometimes 70 - 80 km! 
And she waxed so enthusiastic about Minerve, her favorite 
village, we decided that would be our Wed destination.

Our guests left at midnight and welcomed American hugs 
as opposed to French air kisses. We promised to exchange 
addresses and emails to stay in touch. Ham cat made an 
appearance too, but perhaps that was earlier, before T and V 
arrived?

* When we served the galette, we exclaimed over the “Cathar cross” decoration. 
Tinus was severe: there was no Cathar cross; the Cathars had no such thing. The 
12-knobbed cross is the Languedoc cross. This needs further investigation!

** Definitely Minervois. The Minervois area is north of the Narbonne-Toulouse 
highway (where we were) and the Corbiere is south of it. Bit we had a discussion 
nonetheless.







































Debra is online at Veva & Tinus’ house.
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Began with shopping—to the pharmacy for presents for 
D’s friends. She was very careful to choose an item that all 
could have and use.
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Gift shopping.
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Minerve: arrival, lunch

On Veva’s advice B, D and I then drove to Minerve intend-
ing to spend the day there and add other sites if time permitted. 
Minerve has only 3 streets but a variety of interesting things 
in addition to the tragic history of the Cathar slaughter there. 
It is in a dramatic location above and within deep gorges cut 
by the f low of water over millions of years. Only residents 
(about 100) can drive in; everyone else parks above the village 
and walks in, as we did.

Due to the situation the streets are sometimes steep and 
sometimes cobbled/stone-laid. Two small museums, one 
archeology and one on the Cathar slaughter, natural tunnels/
bridges, several restaurants/cafes/snack bars, an ancient 
church with altar of 456 AD, small tourist and boutique shops, 
catapult model. Upon arrival and orientation we determined 
lunch was the first order of business. The “nice= expensive” 
restaurant/hotel was closed on Wednesdays so we chose a 
small restaurant with a terrace overlooking a gorge—one of 
Veva’s recommendations. 36 € for two omelettes, mountain 
ham, fries, a green salad, a bottle of Minervois rose (6 €) and 
2 espresso. Not gourmet but satisfying.



Minerve!




































































This we did not measure in Debras.
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Then on the to church, which was closed but we learned 
at the tourist office that by buying a ticket to the archeology 
museum (3 €) we would gain admittance to the church. I was 
also able to purchase a few postcards and 10 stamps for the 
U.S. The archeology museum has a jumbled collection only 
a few things of which are local to the area. We found Veva’s 
model of the siege of Minerve by the devil Simon de Montfort. 
His catapult (The Bad Neighbor), eventually broke the cistern 
and without water the town could not survive. We read that it 
took 100 men and horses to load the catapult which averaged 
1–2 shots per hour.

The small Cathar museum had model displays with text 
that walked you thru the key events that led to the downfall 
of Minerve. Sometime afterward, Simon himself was killed, 
purportedly by a woman, and the stone that hit him cracked 
his head open “like a walnut.” Hah!









The nice restaurant B had Pinned in SG was closed.







































































An altarpiece from supposedly 456 ad
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Walking down to the water

Deb and I bought some souvenirs—she a modern version 
of Occitane music.* At the Cathar museum I bought 2 CDs 
of Occitane music, one for us, one for Darrell. I also bought 
a square cloth embroidered with olives branches. We walked 
down the difficult path through one of the portcullis city 
gates to the bottom of the gorge to see the well and a recon-
struction of the Bad Neighbor.

* Talking with the clerk led us to recognize that Occitane is pronounced with 
two c’s: OK-see-TEHN. More or less!


























































A reproduction of the Bad Neighbor.














































































The town well that Le Malvoisin (Bad Neighbor) broke.
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Back up

D asked if we could walk under the modern bridge as we 
had seen people doing. Bucky figured out that going under 
the bridge would also probably be an easier route back up.

So that’s the route we took. Turned out it took us by one 
of the big natural tunnels; affording dramatic views of gorge 
wall, the bridge and the rising hill behind it—it was a lot 
easier than our walk down.











































Loie the stumbling, or, tottering.
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Home; O’Vinyards

B thought we’d recogize the route down but he didn’t. We 
were on some pretty precipitous roads and D gave a little yelp 
when B hit a small pothole. Then we had to make jokes about 
her clinging to his arm as he rounded the corners. It is a bit 
scary to sit in the front passenger seat—it looks much closer 
to the edge than from the driver’s side!

I was lamenting that we were out of time for the Curiosity* 
but on the ride home we saw signs that coincidentally matched 
our driving route. Though we saw several signs, we did not 
actually find the Curiosity. B says the curiosity is why anyone 
would try to find it! But we also got a magnificent view of 
the whole landscape from our high vantage point—a shallow 
bowl below rising gently to the mountains, as far as the eye 
could see.

Arriving home a bit before 6 we saw Brody’s maniacal 
grinning face through the living room curtains. They’d been 
back about 4 hours. Amy had napped while Brody walked a 
trail from Rustique. She had a bad fall tripping on too long 
new pants and skinned knees and hands. We listened to his 
excited reports of Provence then realized it was time to leave 
for our wine tour and supper at O’Vineyards, only about 20 
minutes away.

We got a wonderful, relaxed and informative tour from Joe, 
accompanied by Muse, a puppy-like 8 year old dog, tasted a 
white (Chasun?) and 2 reds, heard about his cigar from Fidel 

* Tinus had told us about the Curiosité de L’Auréole, a place where things seemed 
to roll uphill: an optical illusion. At one point Loie was watching the elevation 
numbers on Skinny Girl and claimed they said we were going up, when obviously 
we were descending. After that, much hilarity about it all.

Castro, and then went back to the house for our supper.
His wife Liz immediately yelled from the kitchen, I think 

to say “time to eat!” Both of them joined us at the big table in 
the big room and wine was just poured as if we were at home, 
including helping ourselves. She had help in the kitchen but 
she was the cook, a Parisian who was born on an island off 
New Zealand.

We had a spicy salad with fish and egg, pork rillettes, 
sweet/onion puffs, pork stuffed boned chicken with creamy 
herbed potatoes, cheeses, chocolate cream puffs and espresso. 
Left around midnight wondering how Joe gets all those hand 
pruned grapevines done! 

http://ovineyards.com/english/
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